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ABSTRACT

Networking research often relies on simulations to design, analyze and test
various protocols and mechanisms. These simulations should be performed in
environments similar to the ones in which the protocols will be deployed. As such, the
workload with which these protocols are tested in the simulation environment should
match the properties of the traffic that is encountered in the real network. Source-level
modeling of traffic is one in which a set of applications, or a set of users, is simulated to
generate traffic that is characteristically similar to the traffic found on real network. This
type of modeling helps in conducting realistic simulations. The source-level a-b-t model
and accompanying tmix traffic generator for testbeds was developed at the University of
North Carolina by F. Hernandez Campos. We have implemented this tmix traffic
generator in the popular ns-2 and GTNetS network simulators. We show that our module
can replay the connection vectors generated by the a-b-t model and generate workloads
that are characteristically similar to the traffic found on a real internet link. In this thesis
we describe in detail the design and implementation of our tmix module in ns-2 and
GTNetS and show the results obtained by testing this module.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Networking research primarily relies on simulations to analyze, test and deploy
various protocols and mechanisms. These Simulations complement the analysis by
supporting its validity. When the scenarios are difficult to analyze, simulation helps in
understanding the performance of protocols or mechanisms by testing them environments
similar to the ones in which the protocols will be deployed. As such, the workload with
which these protocols are tested in the simulation environment should match the
properties of the traffic encountered in the real networks. In addition, to enable closedloop simulations, the application level characteristics of these workloads should be
similar to those of traffic in real networks.

Since a closed-loop traffic generation is one in which the application level
characteristics of the workload are completely preserved but not the characteristics
resulting from the underlying network conditions on the link on which the workload is
captured, the application level traffic can be re-run over a simulated network and the
performance of the underlying protocol analyzed. This process is in contrast to open-loop
simulations in which the packet-arrivals at a particular point on the real network are
captured and replayed in simulated scenario. These packet arrivals on the real network
are shaped based on the underlying transport protocol used on the network and, thus,
cannot assess the performance of new protocol, as it would have shaped the packet
arrivals in a completely different way. Because it is necessary to test how the new

protocol performs under the application traffic that is representative of the application
traffic on a real link, closed-loop simulations are preferable.

Floyd and Paxson [FP01] stressed the importance of generating workloads from
source level models in order to perform closed-loop network simulations. The idea is to
test the network by simulating either a set of applications or a set of users. These
applications/users inject synthetic traffic on to the simulated network, testing the
performance of the underlying network under its effect. This scenario is unlike the
simulations where in the arrival process of packets at some node is performed according
to a mathematical equation. The latter process cannot be used with TCP traffic as its endto-end congestion control shapes the packet arrival process. Thus, for testing such
protocols, source level traffic generators are necessary to generate traffic that is
dependent on the end applications or users but is independent of the underlying network.
The idea is to separate traffic generation from the underlying network conditions.

The idea of source-level modeling was used, until recently, to characterize the
behavior of individual applications. Although this approach results in characterizing the
target application more accurately, it is not effective in realistically assessing the
performance of a protocol. Since, the traffic on the Internet is a mix from different
application protocols, characterizing each application is a tedious process. To overcome
this difficulty and obtain the source-level model of the traffic mix found on the internet,
Hernandez-Campos [HDJ04, HC06] developed the a-b-t model which accurately captures
the source-level characteristics of all the TCP applications found in a traffic mix. This a-
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b-t source-level model can then be used to inject traffic onto a simulated network and
conduct the experiments on the new protocol under consideration.

The a-b-t model captures the application traffic from all TCP connections on an
Internet link representing their characteristics in the form of connection vectors. This
thesis aims to design and develop a software module that replays these connection
vectors in a simulated environment. This module would be helpful in conducting realistic
simulations to test the performance of a new protocol or a protocol enhancement. In the
proposed module the users collect a trace on a live Internet link and then obtain its
connection vectors as described in [HDJ04, HC06], using this module to replay the
connection vectors in the simulated environment. This module was developed in two
popular network simulators: NS-2 and GTNetS. This module is called tmix in both NS-2
and GTNetS simulators.

NS-2[BEF+00] is an object-oriented discrete event simulator used in the
networking research. Supporting TCP and its variants, network layer protocols and many
wireless protocols, it was built using C++ and OTcl, with most of the protocol
development being done in C++, and OTcl, which is a scripting language, being used for
simulated network setup and configuration. Currently, NS-2 development is sponsored by
the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and the National Science
Foundation (NSF).

The Georgia Tech Network Simulator (GTNetS) [GTNetS03] is a tool for
studying the behavior of moderate to large-scale networks under a variety of conditions.
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Designed completely in C++, it replicates the design of the actual networks. It consists of
all the protocol layers found in the network protocol stack. As the packet travels up and
down this protocol stack, headers are attached and removed from it much like in the
actual network. There are simulation objects corresponding to every layer in the protocol
stack and every component required in the simulation environment such as nodes and
links. More importantly, the interface offered by the lower layers to the application layer
is much like the socket interface in the UNIX environment. All these features make
conducting experiments in GTNetS very easy.

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives a literature
review of the work done in the fields related to traffic characterization and traffic
generation. Chapter 3 gives an insight into the original connection vector format and how
they are modified to suit the implementation. Chapter 4 gives details of design,
implementation and testing of tmix module in NS-2. Chapter 5 gives the corresponding
details of tmix module in GTNetS. Chapter 6 concludes this thesis by briefly reviewing
what has been done in the thesis.

4

Thesis Statement:
Network simulators, such as ns-2 and GTNetS, can be used to generate realistic
Internet traffic. This thesis demonstrates that the implementation of the tmix traffic
generator in ns-2 and GTNetS produces traffic that is statistically similar to that observed
on a real Internet link.

5

CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORK

This chapter gives a brief overview of the research that has been done in the field
of synthetic traffic generation. First, a review of the efforts made in characterizing the
Internet traffic is presented. Then, a study of Internet-like workload generation is
explained, followed by a discussion of the HTTP traffic generators present in ns-2. We
also discuss other traffic models present in simulated environments. Finally, we give a
detailed discussion of generating realistic TCP traffic from the a-b-t model [HDJ04,
HC06], upon which our module is developed. This discussion introduces the a-b-t model,
the tmix traffic generator, and methodologies used in obtaining connection vectors used
in the a-b-t model from traces of packet headers.

2.1 Measuring Internet Traffic
As described in Chapter 1, the idea of using source-level descriptors was
introduced by Floyd and Paxson [FP01]. Some of the earliest research into generating
workloads using source-level models was conducted by Danzig et al. [CDJ+91, DJC+92]
and Paxson [P94]. These studies were performed before the growth of World Wide Web
and were the first to define the distributions for key random variables that characterize
various applications at the source level, thus laying the foundation for the TCP workload
modeling.

Danzig et al. [CDJ+91, DJC+92] characterized wide-area applications that use
TCP, developing a method for modeling the wide-area traffic generated by a stub
network, or local area network (LAN), based on the trace analysis of TCP/IP headers
collected from the University of Southern California, the University of California Berkeley and the Bellcore networks.

The model characterizes individual TCP

conversations based on the following distributions:
•

Number of bytes transferred

•

Duration of TCP conversation

•

Number of packets transferred

•

Packet size

•

Packet inter-arrival time

The analysis indicated that both the interactive and bulk transfers present in the
trace are bi-directional and short-lived. Danzig et al. also found that the amount of data
sent in each direction is significantly different, even for interactive transfers. In addition,
they found that half of the connections present in the trace were directed to a few
networks and the other half connected to many different networks.

Paxson [P94] analyzed 3 million TCP connections from five stub networks and
two Internet gateways and derived analytic models describing the random variables
associated with telnet, NNTP, SMTP and FTP connections. Though his models were not
exact in a statistical sense, he found that analytical models can reflect the connection
characteristics better than two of the empirical models used at that time, one
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corresponding to ‘tcplib’ [DJC+92] and the other to a one-month trace of traffic at
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.

Once World Wide Web traffic, hereafter referred to as web traffic, came into
widespread use, characterizing web traffic has become an active research area. Many
measurements were carried out to characterize web traffic accurately. Barford and
Crovella [BC99] have produced a performance analysis of HTTP 1.0 vs. HTTP 1.1,
examining how bottlenecks in the network, CPU and disk system affect the relative
performance of both of these protocols. They found that when network is the bottleneck,
HTTP 1.1 performs better than HTTP 1.0 and when the CPU is the bottleneck, there is no
considerable difference between the performance of HTTP 1.1 and HTTP 1.0.
Surprisingly, when the disk system is the bottleneck, the performance of HTTP 1.1 is
worse than the performance of HTTP 1.0. They also proposed a connection management
policy for HTTP 1.1, called the early close policy, which improves the throughput,
decreases latency and keep network traffic low when the disk system is bottleneck.

Crovella and Bestavros [CB97] showed evidence that web traffic shows
characteristics of self-similarity. They first showed evidence that web traffic shows
behavior that is consistent with self-similar traffic models. They then explained the
reason for self-similarity in web traffic, based on distributions of underlying document
sizes, the effects of caching and user preference in file transfer, the effect of user think
time and the effect of the superimposition of many such transfers on a network. Crovella
and Bestavros have also shown that, in web traffic, the distribution of transmission times
is heavy-tailed due to the distribution of file sizes on a server, and that the distribution of
8

silent times is heavy-tailed due to the distribution of user think times. A heavy-tailed
distribution is one that has infinite variance and infinite mean. This type of distribution,
typically, has a large number of small values and a non-negligible number of very large
values.

Smith et al. [SHJ01] collected 500GB of TCP/IP header traces and produced
empirical data suitable for constructing contemporary web traffic generators. Their
results also include new characterizations of TCP connection usage, showing the effects
of recent HTTP protocol improvements.

In particular, they found that persistent

connections, banner ads, server load balancing and content distribution had a large effect.
Smith et al. provided a novel approach for passive tracing of TCP/IP headers and off-line
analysis of data to characterize web traffic in a timely and accurate manner. They
concluded that 15% of all HTTP connections are persistent. These persistent connections
deliver 40-50% of all the web objects requested and account for nearly 40% of the bytes
transferred.

Crovella et al. [CBC95] collected traces of over half a million HTTP requests for
web documents and concluded that many characteristics of the web such as document
sizes, the popularity of the document as a function of its size and the distribution of user
requests for documents can be modeled using power-law distributions. Two variables x
and y are related by a power law if the relationship between them can be written as y=axk.
Crovella et al. also showed that the number of references to documents as a function of
their overall rank in popularity can be modeled using Zipf’s law. Zipf’s law states that the
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frequency of occurrence of an event is inversely proportional to the rank of the event,
where rank denotes its position in the frequency table. Thus, in the context of document
references, the number of references to a document on a server is inversely proportional
to its rank in popularity among all documents. The authors also demonstrated that even
abstract information on the distribution of characteristics of web traffic can be helpful in
designing cache strategies for web documents.

2.2 Generating Internet-like Workloads
Many of the previously discussed studies [BC99, CB97, CBC95] were used in the
development of the well-known SURGE model [BC98] which mimics a number of real
users accessing a web server. This tool generates references corresponding to following
distributions:
1) server file size distributions
2) request size distribution
3) relative file popularity
4) embedded file references
5) temporal locality and reference, which is the likelihood that, once a file is
requested, it will be requested in future time.
6) idle periods of individual users.
The workload generated by this model exercises servers in ways significantly
different from the then most commonly-used workload generator SPECweb96 [SPEC96].
SPECweb96 is a standardized benchmark for comparing web server performance. It
provides comparable results of how well systems can handle HTTP GET requests. The
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workload used for SPECweb96 is based upon the analysis of server logs of various
websites ranging from personal servers and covering the most popular servers on the
Internet. At high loads SURGE generates traffic that is self-similar, and SURGE is
capable of maintaining a larger number of open connections than SPECweb96.
2.3 HTTP Traffic Models
Cao et al. [CCG+04] built and validated a source-level model for aggregated HTTP
traffic, PackMime-HTTP. This model can be used to model a single access link
connecting an enterprise or a campus to the Internet. The design is based on modeling
web traffic as flowing between a cloud of clients and a cloud of servers, and the model
describes the TCP connections between the two clouds. PackMime-HTTP characterizes
the following traffic variables:
•

inter-arrival time between start of connection i and start of connection i+1

•

round trip time

•

bottleneck link speed

•

packet loss probability

•

number of pages requested

•

number of request-response exchanges for page j of connection i

•

sizes of HTTP requests

•

sizes of HTTP responses

•

inter-page time gaps

•

inter-exchange time gaps

•

server delays
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A traffic generator for the Packmime-HTTP model is now currently a part of standard ns2 distribution.

Feldmann et al. [FHG+99] have demonstrated how variability and feedback
control contribute to the scaling properties observed in Internet traffic. They illustrated
how variability of both user aspects, such as sizes of web sessions and number of requests
per sessions, and network environments, such as delays, bandwidths and topology, causes
self-similar scaling behavior over long times, determines a change in the scaling behavior
over a time scale and sets the stage for multi-fractal scaling over small time scales. They
attributed the self-similar scaling over large time scales to user-related variability
described above. They also demonstrated how TCP and UDP contributed to the multifractal nature over small time scales of measured Internet traffic.

Hlavacs et al. [HKS99] studied the state-of-the-art models present in simulation
environments. They studied various models such as renewal models, Markov models,
fluid models, linear stochastic models and self-similar traffic models and listed the
possible applications of each of these models in network simulations. The authors also
suggested which of these models can be used to generate various types of network traffic
including, VBR traffic, Ethernet traffic, ATM traffic, WAN traffic and web traffic.

2.4 Other Internet Traffic Models
Knightly and Zhang [KZ97] developed the D-BIND (Deterministic Bounding
Interval-length Dependent) model to capture the important multiplexing characteristics of
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burst streams. This model can be used to model variable bit rate traffic that requires a
bounded delay. Using this model, clients specify their traffic to the network through
multiple pairs of (Rk, Ik), where Rk is the worst case rate over every interval of length Ik.
This model captures the property that over longer intervals a source will be bounded by a
rate lower than its maximum rate. Knightly and Zhang analyzed the D-BIND model and
quantified its performance benefits using a set of experiments with compressed MPEGvideo traces and found that it led to a significant improvement in network utilization as
compared to previous traffic models.

Mena and Heidemann [MH00] examined the traffic emanating from an Internet
audio service using Real Audio and found that the protocol distributions show a bias
towards non-TCP friendly protocols. They also observed that consistencies in audio
traffic packet sizes and data rate patterns can be used to identify audio data flows. These
patterns include the longer duration of audio traffic as compared to FTP and HTTP and a
significant amount of regularity in packet lengths, bit rates and inter-packet arrivals.
However, the authors found that audio traffic does not show these steady trends over long
term intervals.

2.5 Traffic Generators
Several tools have been developed and built into ns-2 for generating HTTP
workloads in simulations. The WebTraf module, which is one such tool, is based on the
work done by Feldmann et al. [FHG+99]. The nsweb module [W04] is another traffic
generator for ns-2, that is an extension to the popular SURGE model and includes
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pipelining and persistent HTTP connections. PackMime-HTTP [PM2004] is another
HTTP workload generator in ns-2 that generates workloads based on the PackMimeHTTP traffic model [CCG+04] described earlier.

There are also some special purpose traffic generators that exist outside ns-2.
Monkey [CHC+04] is one such tool. This tool collects TCP trace at a server, filters the
network aspects such as delay, bottleneck bandwidth and server delays from the trace
collected and then replays the trace faithfully at some other network environment. This
makes testing different network setups or protocol optimizations easier. Harpoon
[SKB04, SB04] is another such tool which is application independent and generates
packet traffic at the IP flow level. It generates UDP and TCP packet flows that have the
same byte, packet, temporal and spatial characteristics as measured at routers in live
environments. It can also configure itself by extracting information from packet traces
and logs.

2.6 Tmix Traffic Generation
As described in the previous sections much research has been done in the field of
synthetic traffic generation. Many measurement studies have been performed to
characterize Internet traffic, and there have been many traffic generators developed based
on these measurements. Although, there have been many tools that addressed sourcelevel modeling of HTTP traffic in simulation environments, there is no traffic generator
in ns-2 that can provide a mix of various TCP applications such as web, email and peerto-peer (P2P) file sharing. Real Internet traffic is heterogeneous in nature as it is driven
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by a large number of different applications and users. Modeling such a heterogeneous
traffic is a challenging problem. Hernandez-Campos et al. [WAH+06, HDJ04, HC06]
proposed a new technique for converting traces of packet headers into an applicationneutral model of network traffic. This model, called the a-b-t model, can then be used to
generate synthetic traffic in simulation and testbed environments. The traffic generator
we developed in ns-2 and GTNetS, called tmix, is based on this a-b-t model.

The technique proposed by Hernandez-Campos et al. is based on the observation
that even though there are multiple application protocols exchanging messages across the
network, all that the network sees are a few patterns of data exchanges inside a logical
connection between endpoint processes. Each connection can be described as a sequence
of time-separated data exchanges between the two endpoints. The sizes of the
Application Data Units (ADUs) exchanged are independent of the underlying network
protocol and are specific only to the application protocols driving them. For example, in a
HTTP connection, the sizes of data exchanged between a HTTP client and the HTTP
server are defined by the HTTP protocol.

The idea described in the above paragraph can be explained using the diagram in
Figure 1 [WAH+06]. This diagram represents the client-server model, which is the
simplest and the most common pattern in which TCP applications exchange data. In the
figure, two endpoints, a web client and a web server, exchange packets. In this simple
scenario, the size of the request sent by the web browser is 341 bytes, and the size of the
response sent by the web server is 2555 bytes.
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Figure 1: Pattern of ADU Exchange in an HTTP 1.0 connection. [ WAH

+

06]

In a more general case, a client (web browser) makes a series of k requests of
sizes a1, a2, a3…, ak to a server which responds by a series of responses of size b1, b2,
b3…, bk such that the ith request is not made until (i-1)th response is received. Some of the
application protocols that exchange multiple ADUs in a single TCP connection are
HTTP/1.1, SMTP, FTP-CONTROL and NNTP. An example HTTP/1.1 connection in
which a series of packets are exchanged between endpoints is shown in Figure 2. Note
that in this exchange two quiet times are captured. The second one (3.12 seconds) is
much longer than the first one and so this was probably the user think-time rather than
network delay.

Figure 2: ADU exchanges in an HTTP 1.1 connection. [WAH

+

06]

Thus, it is clear that from the perspective of the network, every connection is a timeseparated sequence of ADU exchanges. Hernandez-Campos represented this sequence of
ADU exchanges more formally as a connection vector Ci = <Ei, E2, ..., Ek> consisting of
16

a set of epochs Ei=(ai,bi,ii) where ai is the size of the ith ADU sent by the connection
initiator to the connection acceptor, bi is the size of the ith ADU sent by the connection
acceptor to the connection initiator, and ti is the think time between the receipt of the ith
response and the sending of the (i+1)th request. As mentioned earlier, this model of
connection vectors described above is called the a-b-t model. For example, in the
connection shown in Figure 2 can be represented using the connection vector, Ci=<(329,
403, 0.12), (403, 25821, 3.12), (356, 1198, 0)>. Each of the epochs corresponds to an
exchange in the HTTP connection.

Note that the above pattern of representation of a connection can be applied to any
application-level protocol. Also note that this pattern characterizes only sequential
connections in which neither of the two endpoints send an ADU at the same time. To
model connections which exhibit concurrent behavior in which two endpoints may be
transmitting ADUs simultaneously, each of the endpoints is supposed to operate
independently of each other. So, each endpoint is characterized as sending ADUs as a
sequence of epochs following a unidirectional flow pattern. An example of a concurrent
connection is shown in Figure 3. This is an NNTP connection between two NNTP peers
in which NNTP streaming mode is used. As the figure shows, the last data unit of the
initiator side, which is of size 15,678 bytes and two other data units, of sizes 51 bytes and
49 bytes, from acceptor side are present at the same time on the network, unlike the case
of the sequential connections. These connections can be modeled as data exchange
between two independent sides, each of which is injecting a sequence of time-separated
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ADUs on the network. The connection shown in Figure 3 can be modeled as the
following two independent connection vectors:

C1=<(13,t1),(41,t2),(41,t3),(43,t4),(41,t5),(15678,0)>
and
C2=<(52,T1),(43,T2),(49,T3),(42,T4),(51,T5),(49,0)>

Figure 3: Pattern of ADU Exchange in data-concurrent NNTP connection
(stream mode). [WPS+05]
Note that in the above connection vectors t1, t2, t3, t4 and t5 represent the time
separations between consecutive ADUs on initiator side and T1, T2, T3, T4, T5 represent
the time separations between consecutive ADUs on the acceptor side.

Modeling TCP connections as a sequence of ADU exchanges provides a common
view of connections from all applications. The first step in obtaining connection vectors
is to take a trace of TCP/IP headers and process these headers to produce a set of
connection vectors, with each vector representing one TCP connection in the trace. The
processing of the collected TCP/IP headers trace proceeds by looking at the sequence and
the ACK number of the TCP segments found in the trace. The ADU sizes in one direction
are estimated by observing the change in the sequence number in one direction and the
change in the ADU sizes in the other direction are estimated by looking at the change in
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the ACK numbers that this end is sending to the untraced end. For a more thorough
understanding on how the connection vectors are produced refer to [SHJ01, HDJ04,
HC06].

2.7 Conclusion
This chapter gave a brief overview of the work that has been done in the field of
synthetic traffic generation. An overview of measurement efforts in Internet traffic
characterization was presented. Then, Internet-like workload generation was explained,
followed by a discussion of the HTTP traffic models present in ns-2. This chapter also
discussed various other traffic models present in simulated environments followed by a
discussion of different traffic generators.

Although there are existing web traffic generators for network simulators, there is
no tool for generating realistic, application-independent mixes of all TCP traffic on a
link, including email, FTP transfers, web browsing, and peer-to-peer file sharing. Our
new traffic generator for ns-2 and GTNetS, which is based on the a-b-t model [HDJ04,
HC06] described in this chapter, will provide networking researchers with a method for
generating traffic that is statistically similar to that observed on a real Internet link.
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CHAPTER 3
CONNECTION VECTOR FORMAT

3.1 Tmix Connection Vectors
The format of the connection vectors, as described in Section 2.5, consists of the
set of ADUs sent by both the initiator and acceptor and the time delays between each side
in receiving the data from the other and sending its own. In addition to these values, the
connection vector also specifies other characteristics, including the connection start time,
the window sizes of the initiator and the acceptor, the minimum RTT experienced by the
packets, and the loss rate of the packets. Thus, the format of the connection vectors that
appear in the connection vector file are shown in Figure 4.

SEQ 53840 1 3735 309774
w 64240 17520
r 28857
l 0.000000 0.54000
> 826
t 534
< 1213
t 872
> 1343
t 343

CONC 53840 1 3735 309774
w 54440 15530
r 18554
l 0.006600 0.000000
c< 190
t< 505
c> 396
t> 6250
c< 46

Figure 4. The structure of the connection vector. The left side shows a sequential
connection vector, while the right side shows a concurrent connection vector.

The left side of Figure 4 shows the structure of a sequential connection, while the right

shows the structure of a concurrent connection, the former starting with the letters SEQ
and the later with CONC. The first line also contains the start time of the connection in
microseconds, the number of epochs in this connection vector, the subset-id and the
global-id. When a trace is collected from a real Internet link, it is divided into multiple
sets; subset-id denotes the identifier given to one such subset and global-id the identifier
given to the original trace. The second line in each connection vector, beginning with the
letter w gives the window sizes of the initiator and acceptor in bytes. Thus, in the
sequential connection shown above, the window size of the initiator is 64,240 bytes and
that of acceptor 17,520 bytes. For the concurrent connection vector the window sizes are
54,440 bytes and 15,530 bytes. The third line, beginning with r represents the round-trip
time (RTT) in microseconds between the initiator and the acceptor. The fourth line
starting with l, which shows the loss rates involved in each of these connection vectors,
has two fields: the first gives the loss rate in the direction of initiator-to-acceptor and the
second the loss rate in the direction of acceptor-to-initiator. The remaining lines in Figure
4 show the ADU exchange in the connection vectors.

In the sequential connection vectors, the ADUs are shown in increasing order by
the times at which they are sent, with the lines starting with > showing the sizes of the
ADUs sent by the initiator to the acceptor, and the lines starting with < showing the sizes
of the ADUs in the opposite direction. There is a time dependency in sequential
connection vectors -- one side of the connection being dependent on the other, sending it
an ADU. Thus, the sequential connection vector shown in Figure 4 can be explained as
follows:
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•

The initiator sends an ADU of size 826 bytes as soon as the connection begins.

•

The acceptor sends an ADU of size 1213 bytes 534 milliseconds after receiving
the message from the initiator.

•

The initiator then sends an ADU of size 1343 bytes 872 milliseconds after
receiving the ADU from the acceptor.

•

Finally, the initiator closes the connection 343 milliseconds after sending its last
ADU.

However, there is no time dependence between the initiator and acceptor in a
concurrent connection vector. The concurrent connection vector shown in Figure 4 can be
explained as follows:

•

The acceptor sends its initial ADU of 190 bytes as soon as the connection begins
and then sends a 46-byte ADU 505 milliseconds after sending its first ADU.

•

The initiator sends an initial ADU of 396 bytes and then waits for 6250 seconds
before closing the connection.

3.2 An alternate format for implementation
For the sequential connection vectors described in Section 3.1, the line containing
the t can appear in any of the following four scenarios:
1. Between a line containing > and a line containing <
2. Between a line containing < and a line containing >
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3. At the end of the connection vector after a line containing >
4. At the end of the connection vector after a line containing <

The semantics associated with the t value change depending on its placement. In
Case 1, t denotes the amount of time the acceptor has to wait after receiving an ADU
from the initiator before it can send its next ADU while in Case 2, it denotes the amount
of time the initiator has to wait after receiving an ADU from the acceptor before it can
send its next ADU. In Case 3, it denotes the time the initiator has to wait after sending its
last ADU before closing the connection, and in Case 4, the t denotes the time that the
acceptor has to wait after sending its last ADU before closing the connection.

The multiple interpretations of the t value with sequential connections requires
keeping a record of what has been read before the t value, making parsing the connection
vector file tedious. In addition, because of the differences between the sequential and
concurrent connection semantics, primarily the time dependence or independence, they
have to be considered separately while programming the module. Primarily focusing on
standardizing the connection vector format and to make programming the module easier,
this thesis modified the connection vector format.

This modification is possible because, unlike the four scenarios for defining t
explained previously, there are only two times associated with the initiator/acceptor while
sending an ADU to the other side:
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1. The amount of time the initiator/acceptor has to wait before sending the next
ADU after sending its previous ADU (send_wait_time).
2. The amount of time the initiator/acceptor has to wait before sending the next
ADU after receiving an ADU from the other side (recv_wait_time).

Since only one of these two values are used by an initiator/acceptor while sending
its ADU to the other side (i.e., the initiator/acceptor schedules sending its next ADU with
respect to receiving an ADU from the other side or with respect to sending a previous
ADU), in the new format one of these values is always set to 0. In the beginning of the
connection, the side sending the first ADU will have both send_wait_time and
recv_wait_time set to 0. When the t values appear at the end of a connection vector in
the original format, a dummy ADU, representing the FIN message sent by the
initiator/acceptor that sends the last ADU, will be introduced in the new format.

In the new format the same representation will be used for concurrent connection
vectors.

However, since there is no time dependence between both sides of the

connection, each schedules sending its next ADU with respect to the time at which it sent
its last ADU. Therefore, for concurrent connection vectors, recv_wait_time is not
applicable and is always set to 0. In addition, for concurrent connection vectors, both the
sides start sending their messages at the same time.

The header lines of the connection vectors (those containing the start time,
window size, RTT, and loss rates) remain the same in the new format as the original,
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except that SEQ is replaced with S and CONC with C. Lines beginning with I denote
actions for the initiator, and those with A actions for the acceptor. The remaining fields
of these lines are send_wait_time, recv_wait_time and the size of the ADUs. To illustrate
these modifications the connection vectors shown in Figure 4 are converted to the new
format in Figure 5.

With this new connection vector format, sequential and concurrent connections
can be handled uniformly and parsing the file is made easier as the problem with the t
values is eliminated. Instead of changing the original tool that creates connection vectors
from tcpdump traces, a simple Perl script was developed to convert the original tmix
connection vector format to this new one.

S
w
r
l
I
A
I
I

53840 1 3735 309774
64240 17520
28857
0.000000 0.54000
0 0826
534 0 1213
872 0 1343
0 343 FIN

C
w
r
l
A
A
I
I

53840 1 3735 309774
54440 15530
18554
0.006600 0.000000
0 0 190
0 505 46
0 0 396
0
6250 FIN

Figure 5: The alternate connection vector format

The equivalence between the original and the alternate format is shown in Figure
6. The left side illustrates the connection vector in the original format and the right side
shows it in the alternate format. The original format describes a connection vector in
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which the initiator sends an initial message of 826 bytes. Once this message is received,
the acceptor waits for 534 milliseconds before sending its message of size 1213 bytes and
then waits another 872 milliseconds before closing its end of the connection by sending
FIN message. In the alternate format seen on the right side of Figure 6, the tmix module
concludes that the initiator is the first to send its ADU by looking at the send_wait_time
and recv_wait_time of first ADUs of both the initiator and acceptor. The first ADU from
the initiator, which is the first line starting with I, has both its send_wait_time and
recv_wait_time as 0 whereas the first ADU from the acceptor, which is the first line
starting with A, has a recv_wait_time of 826 milliseconds, indicating that it sends its first
ADU only after receiving an ADU from the initiator. Thus, the initiator sends an initial
ADU of 826 bytes. Once the acceptor receives this, it reads the recv_wait_time of its first
ADU, which is 534 milliseconds, and sends its ADU of 1213 bytes after that time. The
acceptor, then, checks its next ADU and finds that it has a non-zero send_wait_time,
indicating that it should send its next ADU without waiting for an ADU from initiator
and, therefore, sends its FIN message after waiting for 872 milliseconds. Thus, as this
discussion illustrates the connection vector in the alternate format is equivalent to the one
in its original format.

S
w
r
l
>
t
<
t

53840 1 3735 309774
64240 17520
28857
0.000000 0.54000
826
534
1213
872

S
w
r
l
I
A
A

53840 1 3735 309774
64240 17520
28857
0.000000 0.54000
0 0 826
0 534 1213
872 0 FIN

Figure 6. Format of the original and the modified connection vector.
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CHAPTER 4
Tmix TRAFFIC GENERATOR IN ns-2

Once the connection vectors are obtained, the tmix module in ns-2 is used to
generate workloads similar to those generated by the applications from which the
connection vectors were obtained.

The connection vector shown in right side of Figure 6 is the alternate format that
tmix uses to generate synthetic traffic. tmix reads this connection vector and performs the
following steps:

•

Starts a connection at time 53,840 microseconds.

•

Sets the window size of the initiator to 64,240 bytes and that of the acceptor to
17,520 bytes.

•

Sets the minimum RTT between initiator and acceptor to 28,857 microseconds.

•

Sends a message of 826 bytes from initiator to acceptor as soon as it begins the
connection.

•

Sends a message of 1213 bytes from the acceptor 534 microseconds after it
received the message from the initiator.

•

Sends a FIN message from the acceptor 872 microseconds after it has sent its last
message.

This synthetic traffic is representative of the traffic from which the connection vectors
were derived.

4.1 Implementation of tmix traffic generator in ns-2
The parameters contained in a single connection vector can broadly be classified
as network parameters and end-system parameters. The network parameters include the
minimum RTT and loss rate. The end-system parameters include the size of the ADUs,
the inter-epoch times, the inter-connection times and the connection start times. The tmix
module in ns-2 is designed in a similar manner. Thus, there are primarily two components
in tmix: tmix_end and tmix_net. The tmix_end component implements the end-systems
function in the synthetic traffic generation, and the tmix_net component implements the
network functionality. To generate synthetic traffic as realistically as possible, the tmix
design is based on the FullTCP model in ns-2, which provides connection TCP
connection startup, teardown, variable packet sizes and full-duplex connections. By
default the tmix design includes initiators on one side and acceptors on the other, but
users who wish to produce a bi-directional traffic have the capability of creating multiple
instances such that there are initiators and acceptors on both sides.

The tmix_end component is designed based on PackMime-HTTP [CCG+04], a
component in ns-2 that is used to generate HTTP traffic. Each PackMime-HTTP object
controls two clouds of objects: one is a cloud of server applications and the other a cloud
of client applications. For each HTTP connection that is to be created, the PackMime28

HTTP object picks an application from the server cloud and one from the client cloud,
connects them and starts the data transfer. The PackMime-HTTP also maintains a pool
for the TCP Agents that are to be connected to these client and server objects.

The tmix_net component is based on the design of DelayBox [CCG+04], which is
used to implement the delay/loss functionality in a connection. The DelayBox stands as a
node in a simulation delaying the packets passing through it. The delay and loss values
are specified on a per-flow basis. The main difference between the DelayBox and the
tmix_net component is that the former introduces random delay and loss rates where as
the tmix_net component reads these values from the connection vector file. In addition to
this delay caused by tmix_net component, the network used in the simulation may cause
an additional delay.

In addition, the tmix_end and tmix_net components in ns-2 use agent objects,
which correspond to transport layer protocol objects. There are multiple agent objects
corresponding to each variant of TCP. For creating a connection in ns-2 tmix_end
instantiates and attaches application objects, agent objects and node objects. Every node
has a classifier object attached to it which decides the interface onto which an incoming
packet must be forwarded. The tmix_net component is also attached to a node and
receives the packets before the classifier object, delaying and forwarding them onto the
default classifier object.

In the following sections the implementation of tmix module in ns-2 is described
in terms of the various classes that are present in each of the tmix_end and tmix_net
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components. Then the results of the implementation are shown. Section 4.1.1 explains the
design and implementation of tmix_end component. Section 4.1.2 explains the design and
implementation of tmix_net component, and finally the results of the implementation of
tmix in ns-2 are explained in Section 4.2

4.1.1 Implementation of tmix_end
The tmix_end component implements the end systems functionality of the
network simulation. It contains the following classes:
•

ADU -- This class represents the ADU present in the connection vector. This may
be an initiator or an acceptor ADU.

•

ConnVector -- This class represents a connection vector in the connection vector
file. This may be a sequential connection vector or a concurrent connection vector

•

Tmix_EndApp -- This class represents an application object and is used in
setting up a connection. This object can be an initiator or an acceptor application.

•

Tmix_EndAppTimer -- This object is used by an application object for
scheduling the sending of messages.

•

Tmix_End -- This is the main class that schedules all the connections by
connecting initiator and acceptor objects for each connection vector.

•

Tmix_EndTimer -- This object is used for scheduling by Tmix_End class.
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4.1.1.1 ADU class
An ADU is the most basic entity in the tmix traffic format. The ADU class holds
the elements of a single ADU. It contains the size of the data to be sent, the
recv_wait_time and the send_wait_time. These values are used as described in section
4.1.1.5.

4.1.1.2 ConnVector class

ConnVector class holds the details required by an end system to simulate a single
connection. It contains the start time of the connection, a unique ID assigned to each in
the file of connection vectors, the window sizes of the initiator and acceptor sides of the
connection and the list of ADUs to be sent. Whenever a connection is started, each
connection vector object is assigned to two Tmix_EndApp objects, with one using the list
of initiator ADUs and the other using the list of the acceptor ADUs.

4.1.1.3 Tmix_EndApp class
This is the class that actually reads the contents of the connection vector supplied
by the Tmix_End class and generates the packets accordingly. Each connection vector is
simulated by two such applications, the initiator and the acceptor, the first sending the
ADUs that are to be sent by the initiator, and the second the ADUs that are to be sent by
the acceptor. These ADUs are sent in accordance with the timings specified in the
connection vector.
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The Tmix_End object sets up the connection vector file and window sizes for an
initiator and acceptor, connects them and starts them. Each Tmix_EndApp object checks
whether it is the first to send the message by reading the recv_wait_time for the first
ADU of that side (initiator/acceptor). Unless the connection is concurrent, only one of the
two sides sends the first message. Thereafter, each side looks at the list of ADUs that it
has to send and does the following:

•

If this is the last ADU a side has to send and the other side has already sent its
last, then it closes the connection. This is done in ns-2 by setting the MSG_EOF
when sending the ADU.

•

If this is the last ADU a side has to send and the other side has not sent its final
ADU, then it sends the final ADU and sets the flag indicating that the final ADU
has been sent, waiting for the other side to take the necessary action to close the
connection.

•

If none of these two conditions occur, then it sends the current ADU and checks
the send_wait_time for the next ADU. A non-zero value indicates the amount of
time that this side has to wait before sending the current ADU. Thus, if this
send_wait_time is non-zero, it schedules to send the next ADU after the specified
amount of time. If it is zero, then it waits for a message to be received from the
other side.

•

Once a message is received from the other side, it checks the recv_wait_time for
the next ADU it has to send. The recv_wait_time indicates the amount of time that
this side has to wait before sending the next ADU. A value of zero in this field
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indicates that the next ADU is not being sent immediately because it has to
receive the next ADU from the other side or it has completed sending its ADUs
and waiting for the peer to finish.

The working of Tmix_EndApp object is explained in the following flow chart (Figure 8).

`
Figure 7. Working of Tmix_EndApp class.
Once all the ADUs are sent by both sides of the connection, both the applications
stop at which point the Tmix_End object recycles these two applications, returning them
to the pool of applications and the attached agents to the pool of agents.

4.1.1.4 Tmix_EndAppTimer class
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Tmix_EndAppTimer object is used by the Tmix_EndApp class for scheduling the
sending of multiple ADUs in a connection vector, the first ADU as soon as the
connection is started and thereafter every consecutive ADU depending on the values of
recv_wait_time or send_wait_time of each side of the connection as described in Section
4.1.1.5.

4.1.1.5 Tmix_End class
This is the class that drives the tmix_end module. First, the Tmix_End class reads
the connection vector file provided as an input to this tmix instance. Considering that the
size of the connection vector files is often very large and that reading in the entire file
may consume a large amount of memory, the Tmix_End class reads a configurable
number of connection vectors at a time. This number is set by the user at the simulation
time. The Tmix_End class reads the following parameters from each connection vector:

•

Type of connection, either concurrent or sequential as identified by flags C and S,
respectively, in the file.

•

The start time of this connection.

•

The number of ADUs for both the initiator and the acceptor in case of concurrent
vectors.

•

The window sizes of the initiator and acceptor of that connection.

•

The ADUs sent by the initiator identified by flag I.

•

The ADUs sent by acceptor identified by flag A.
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Each connection vector can have multiple ADUs sent by the initiator and by the
acceptor, each of which contains three fields:

•

Send_wait_time, which is the amount of time the initiator/acceptor has to wait
after it has sent an ADU and before it sends its next ADU. This is set to 0 when
not used.

•

Recv_wait_time, which is the amount of time the initiator/acceptor has to wait
after it has received an ADU and before it sends its next ADU. This is set 0 when
not used.

•

ADU size, which is the actual number of bytes that the initiator/acceptor has to
send.

As Tmix_End class reads multiple ADUs in each connection vector, it adds them
to the list of initiator or acceptor ADUs, present in the ConnVector class.

As Tmix_End reads multiple connection vectors, it adds them to a list of
connection vectors that it maintains. Once the Tmix_End object reads the configured
number of connection vectors from the file, it schedules them starting from the beginning
of the list with earlier start times first. The connection vectors in the file are sorted
according to their start times, and so as they are read from the file they are stored in the
increasing order of start times in the list of connection vectors. The flowchart in Figure 7
describes how the Tmix_End component reads the connection vector files. As the chart
shows, the Tmix_End component reads each connection vector creating a new instance of
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the ConnVector object and placing information in it. Then, it inserts this connection
vector into the list of connection vector objects.

Figure 8. Reading the Connection Vector file by Tmix_End class.
Tmix_End maintains a pool of Tmix_EndApp objects and one of FullTcp agents.
Maintaining pools avoids the necessity of creating new application and agent objects
whenever a new connection has to be simulated and saves time. These pools are initially
empty. Whenever Tmix_End schedules a connection, it first checks to see if there are any
application objects present in the pool, and if so, it gets two Tmix_EndApp objects from
the pool, one to act as an initiator and the other to act as an acceptor. It then supplies
them with the ConnVector object that they are to simulate. If there are no objects present
in the pool, Tmix_End creates two new application objects.
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Once the Tmix_End sets the connection vector for an initiator and an acceptor
object, it attaches two FullTCP agents to these applications. These FullTCP agents are
obtained from the pool of FullTCP agents in the same manner as the Tmix_EndApp
applications. Tmix_End then sets the initiator and acceptor window sizes specified in the
connection vector. These sizes are specified in terms of bytes, but ns-2 sets the window
sizes in terms of packets, so the window sizes specified in the connection vector are
divided by 1460 bytes, the packet size used in an implementation. It also assigns each
connection a flow-id. After this, the Tmix_End starts the initiator and acceptor
applications, which simulate the connection vector they have been supplied with by
Tmix_End. The working of Tmix_EndApp objects has been discussed previously. Once
the Tmix_EndApp objects complete simulating the connection vector, the Tmix_End
recycles both the initiator and acceptor application objects and the FullTCP agents
attached to them, returning them to the pool of applications and agents, respectively.

If all the connection vectors read by the Tmix_End class have been scheduled,
then it reads additional connection vectors from the file, in batches of the configured
number of connection vectors specified to be read each time, until the end of the file is
reached. Once all the connection vectors in the file are read, scheduled, and completed,
the Tmix_End class stops the simulation.

4.1.1.6 Tmix_EndTimer class
Tmix_EndTimer object is used by the Tmix_End class for scheduling
connections, the first at its start time and each consecutive connection after the amount of
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time equal to the difference between start of this connection and the previous one. Once
the scheduled time is completed, a time-out event occurs after which the Tmix_End class
sets up the connection between an initiator and an acceptor as described in the Section
4.1.1.5.

4.1.2 Implementation of tmix_net
The tmix_net component, which is derived from the design of the DelayBox
module in ns-2, implements the network portion of the simulation. This component reads
the connection vectors and induces the required minimum delay and loss rate for each
ADU. The minimum delay and the loss rate are present in the file on a per connection
vector basis, meaning the tmix_net component incorporates these network parameters on
a per connection basis. All the packets in a connection are subjected to the same loss rate
and minimum delay. This component is present as one of the nodes in the simulation
applying the loss rate and delay to the packets passing through it. It is composed of
following classes:

•

tmix_netPair -- This object is used by the tmix_netClassifier class to identify
each flow.

•

tmix_netFlow -- This object, which is mapped to tmix_netPair object, contains
the delay and loss-rate values corresponding to a flow.

•

tmix_netNode -- This object represents a node corresponding to the tmix_net
node in the simulation.
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•

tmix_netClassifier -- This is the most important object in the tmix_net
component, which performs the core functionality of delaying and dropping
packets.

•

tmix_netQueue -- This queue object is used for delaying the packets.

•

tmix_netTimer -- This timer object is used in the time management required for
delaying the packets.

In the following sections the working of each of the above mentioned classes is explained
in detail.

4.1.2.1 tmix_netPair class
The tmix_netPair class is used by the tmix_netClassifier class to map the flows to
their corresponding delays and loss rates. This class is used to identify a flow. The
tmix_netClassifier object reads in the source-id and destination-id provided by the user at
the simulation time and assigns a flow-id to each connection vector that it reads from the
connection vector file and creates a tmix_netPair object out of these three values and
maps it against the corresponding tmix_netFlow object. A tmix_netPair object is
comprised of following:

•

A source-id which is the address of the source node from which the flow emerges.
This is provided by the user at the run time.

•

A destination-id which is the address of the destination node to which the flow is
headed. This is also provided by the user at the run time.
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•

A flow-id which is assigned by the tmix_netClassifier object as it reads the
connection vector file.

Note that the source and destination ids are provided by the user at run time in
accordance with the nodes which are simulating the given connection vector file. Also,
the flow-id assigned to each connection vector by the tmix_netClassifier should be the
same as that given by the tmix_end component to that connection vector. This is the only
way of matching the ADU sizes in a connection vector to the corresponding delay and
loss-rates.

4.1.2.2 tmix_netFlow class
The tmix_netFlow class is used by the tmix_netClassifier class to map the flows
to their corresponding delays and loss rates. The tmix_netClassifier object extracts the
delay and loss rate for each flow from the connection vector corresponding to that flow
and in addition it creates a queue and a timer object and with all these components
constructs a tmix_netFlow object. It is comprised of the following:

•

The delay value which indicates the amount of minimum delay which each packet
in a particular flow has to be delayed by.

•

The loss rate for a particular flow. Whenever a packet arrives at a queue

•

A queue in which all the packets corresponding to this flow are queued for
introducing the required amount of delay for that flow.
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•

A timer object which is set when a packet is queued in the queue and which
expires after the amount of time by which the packet has to be delayed. Once this
timer expires, the packet that is queued is dequeued and forwarded to the default
classifier.

Note that each flow has its own queue in which the packets are enqueued and dequeued
as they are delayed. Also note that the queue is a simple FIFO queue. Because all the
packets in a flow are delayed by the same amount of time, the packets that are enqueued
first are the ones that are dequeued first. Also, a single timer is used for all the packets in
the queue.

4.1.2.3 tmix_netNode class
The tmix_netNode class is derived from the Node class present in ns-2 and thus
performs all the functionalities of a node. It contains tmix_netClassifier object, which
performs the basic function of delaying and inducing loss into the packets of a
connection. It also contains a pointer to the connection vector file from which the details
of each connection vector are read by the tmix_netClassifier object.
4.1.2.4 tmix_netClassifier class
The tmix_netClassifier class, derived from the “Classifier” class that is present in
ns-2, implements the functionality of delaying and dropping the packets in a flow. The
work of a classifier in ns-2 is to receive packets, look at their destination address and
possibly the source address and then forward the packets onto outgoing interface based
on their destination address. The tmix_netClassifier class comes before the default
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classifier in each node, and as it receives packets, it delays them by the required amount
of time, passing them on to the default classifier. The tmix_netClassifier performs the
following tasks at the start:

•

It reads the connection vector file specified by the user.

•

It assigns a flow-id to each connection vector that it reads and constructs a
tmix_netPair object from the source, destination and flow-id combination.

•

The source and destination are two nodes between which the connection vector
file is used to generate synthetic traffic. These are specified by user at simulation
time.

•

It reads the minimum delay and the loss rate values present in the connection
vector file for each connection vector and prepares the tmix_netFlow object.

•

It constructs a map object to map the tmix_netPair and tmix_netFlow objects
corresponding to each connection vector.

•

Once it has read the complete connection vector file, the map object contains the
mapping of each flow in the connection vector file and its corresponding delay
and loss rates.

The flow-id assigned to each connection vector by the tmix_net and tmix_end should be
the same. A tmix_netFlow object is comprised of a queue and a timer. While constructing
an object of the tmix_netFlow, the tmix_netClassifier object creates two objects one each
for a queue and a timer and associates them with the tmix_netFlow object. In addition,
the connection vector file contains the minimum RTT (not the minimum delay) that has
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to be induced into each connection, because tmix_net class induces delay in only one
direction, it takes only half of the given value when constructing a tmix_netFlow object.
Effectively, the map object created has two entries for each set of nodes. The source node
in one entry forms the destination node in the other entry, with one entry denoting the
traffic in one direction and the other the traffic in the reverse direction.

Once the entire connection vector file is read and the map object is ready, the
tmix_netClassifier performs the following steps when it receives a packet:

•

Extracting the source-id and the destination-id of the nodes between which this
packet is being transmitted.

•

Obtaining the flow-id of the flow to which this packet belongs from the packet
header.

•

Creating a tmix_netPair object from the extracted parameters.

•

Checking in the map object whether a corresponding tmix_netFlow object exists.

•

If one exists, extracting the loss rate and minimum delay that has to be induced in
to this flow from the tmix_netFlows object found in the map.

•

Depending on the loss rate, probabilistically calculating whether the current
packet has to be dropped or not.

•

If it has to be dropped, then dropping the packet.

•

If not, then inserting the packet in to the queue associated with this flow as found
in the tmix_netFlow object obtained from the map and starting a timer which
expires after the amount of time that this packet has to be delayed.
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•

Once the timer expires, then dequeueing the packet from the queue associated
with this flow and passing it on to the default classifier for the node, which, in
turn, passes the packet onto the interface corresponding to its destination address.

Thus, the tmix_netClassifier class performs the most important function of delaying and
dropping the packets.

4.1.2.5 tmix_netQueue and tmix_netTimer
A tmix_netQueue object is used by the tmix_netClassifier in creating a
tmix_netFlow object. tmix_netQueue is basically comprised of a linked list of packets
which are enqueued and dequeued as they are delayed by the tmix_net component. There
is one tmix_netQueue object associated with every tmix_netFlow object. Thus, all the
packets in a single flow are enqueued and dequeued in a single queue unique for that
flow.

There is one tmix_netTimer object associated with each tmix_netFlow object.
This object is used to control the enqueueing and dequeueing of packets of a flow.
Whenever, a packet in a flow has to be delayed, the packet is enqueued into the queue
and the timer is set to the amount of time that packet has to be delayed. Once the required
amount of time is over, the timer expires and the tmix_netClassifier object dequeues the
packet from the queue and forwards it to the default classifier.
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4.2 Testing tmix in ns-2
The methodology followed for validating the tmix module in ns-2 is as follows:

1. Acquire the TCP/IP header trace on a real Internet link.
2. Get a sub-trace of this trace to include all those connections which have their
SYN or SYN-ACK packets in the trace and have their connections terminated by
FIN or RST packets.
•

This step excludes only those connections that have their connections in
progress when the tracing began or ended and thus making sure that
complete information about each connection is collected in the trace.

•

The Abilene trace is a bi-directional trace and was collected on the OC-48
link that exists between Indianapolis and Cleveland in August 2002, using
a DAG monitor [NLANR].

•

The results from another trace are also reported. This trace, which is
referred to as the UNC trace is obtained by collecting the TCP/IP header
traces from a 1 Gbps Ethernet link connecting the campus of the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC) with the router of its
ISP. This trace is a one-hour bi-directional trace that was obtained in April
2003 using tcpdump on a high-end Intel-based server-class machine.

3. Derive the connection vectors according to the a-b-t model from the trace.
4. Then this large set of connection vectors is divided into disjoint subsets and each
partition is replayed using a pair of traffic generators.
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5. A traffic generation tool called tmix is used in testbed environment to replay these
connection vectors along with a modified version of dummynet. Note that the
traffic generation tool tmix mentioned above is a tool for testbed simulation and
should not be confused with the tmix module that we are developing in ns-2. For a
more detailed explanation regarding testbed experiments and trace details refer to
[HC06].
6. Use the tmix module that is incorporated in ns-2 and run a simulation with the
connection vectors derived from the Abilene and UNC traces.
7. Get the packet trace from the above simulation and the extract various properties
from this trace.
8. Compare these properties with the properties of the original Abilene and UNC
traces. The properties from the original trace are extracted on a testbed at UNC.
Note that steps 1-5 were performed at UNC and the results provided to us for the
validation study.

The network simulation topology used for testing the tmix module in ns-2 is as
shown in Figure 9. This topology uses two tmix_end instances to create bi-directional
traffic. Nodes 0 and 2 are controlled by one instance of tmix_end and nodes 1 and 3 are
controlled by the second instance of tmix_end. Node R0 is a tmix_net node that delays the
packets in the flows between nodes 0 and 2, similarly R1 delays the packets between the
nodes 1 and 3. All links present in the topology are 1Gbps links. When we refer to
“inbound” connections, we mean connections that were initiated at node 0 and accepted
at node 2. “Outbound” connections are those that were initiated at node 3 and accepted at
node 1.
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Figure 9. network setup for testing tmix in ns-2
This topology is setup in ns-2 using a TCL script that is provided in the appendix
of this thesis. This script can be used to set the parameters attached to various
components in the simulation and also to set the parameters, such as segment sizes, which
are specific to the transport protocol. We used a TCP segment size of 1460 bytes. The
script can also be used to set the loss-less option present in the tmix_net component
which ensures that no packet drops are induced into the flow. The amount of time for
which the simulation should be run and the trace files into which the trace is collected is
also specified. For a more detailed understanding, refer to the script present in the
appendix.

The following metrics are used in evaluating the extent to which the tmix module
preserves the characteristics of the traffic on the network with respect to the original
trace. This is a measure of the extent to which the traffic found on real networks can be
reproduced in simulation. All the following metrics are calculated from the test bed and
the tmix module and compared.

We used the following metrics to evaluate the tmix module in ns-2:
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1. Active Connections: This metric measures the number of connections that
are active at a given point of time. These are calculated on a per-second basis.
The number of active connections are derived from testbed and from the trace
obtained from simulation in ns-2 using tmix module. This metric validates that
the tmix module is correctly scheduling the connections. If there was
additional congestion or loss as compared to testbed, then there would have
been more active connections as connections would take longer times and
were not able to finish in time. Also if the congestion or loss was less than that
on the network on testbed, then, the connections would finish quickly and the
number of active connections would be less than on the number on testbed.
2. Link load or throughput: This metric is the number of bits per second
transmitted on a link.
3. The time series of the counts of arriving packets on a particular link in
simulation in an interval of time
4. Goodput: The “good throughput” which is the throughput of the successfully
transmitted packets which excludes the retransmissions and dropped packets.

In the following pages we present the results of lossy and lossless simulations
from the Abilene and UNC traces. The lossy simulations are those in which the losses
specified in the connection vectors are introduced artificially in the connections. This
ensures a minimum loss in every connection. Lossless simulations are those in which
losses are not introduced artificially by the tmix module. Because the underlying network
is a 1 Gbps network, losses due to network did not appear at all in the simulation.
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Running a simulation to be lossy or lossless can be done by setting or re-setting the
lossless flag in tmix_net component depending on which the tmix_net either considers or
ignores the losses specified in the connection vector files. We show each of the above
mentioned metrics in both lossy and lossless environments.

Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the plot of time series of active connections
obtained from the Abilene trace, testbed and the simulation in lossless and lossy
environments respectively. Similarly, Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the plots from UNC
trace. In case of Figure 10 the time series of active connections curve for simulation is
below the curve for original trace because, the simulation is a lossless simulation and so
the connections would have completed faster than they do in case of original trace which
includes losses. This is reflected in Figure 11 where the curve for the simulation, which
includes losses, is closer to the curve from the original trace. The same can be argued
with respect to Figure 12 and Figure 13. As the plots show the tmix module simulates the
time series of active connections to a very good extent when compared to the testbed
results. Note that these connections include both the connections between node0-node2
and node3-node1.

Figure 14 and Figure 15 show the plots of the throughput of the inbound data in
lossless and lossy environments respectively of the Abilene trace. This metric is
calculated by counting the number of bytes that reach router R0 which are destined to
router R1 on a time scale of 1 second. The plots show the throughput in megabits per
second (Mbps) arriving at router R0 to be routed to router R1. Figure 16 shows the
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throughput of inbound data in lossy environment for UNC trace. As the plots show, this
throughput replicates closely the throughput on the testbed.

Figure 10. Time Series of Active Connections in lossless environment
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Figure 11. Time Series of Active Connections in lossy environment

Figure 12. Time Series of Active Connections in lossless environment (UNC trace)

Figure 13. Time Series of Active Connections in lossy environment (UNC trace)
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Figure 14. Throughput from router R0 to router R1 in lossless environment

Figure 15. Throughput from router R0 to router R1 in lossy environment
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Figure 16. Throughput from router R0 to router R1 in lossy environment (UNC)
Figure 17 and Figure 18 show the throughput of outbound data in lossless and
lossy environments respectively for Abilene trace. Figure 19 shows the throughput of
outbound data in lossy environment for UNC trace. These plots also show that the
simulation closely replicates the throughput obtained on the testbed.

Figure 20 and Figure 21 show the packet arrivals of inbound data which is the
number of packets reaching the router R0 to be routed to router R1 in lossless and lossy
environments respectively for Abilene trace. The curve for the packet arrivals in both
lossy and lossless simulations is below the corresponding curve for original trace and
testbed. We attribute this to the fact that in the simulation environment, smaller packets
are getting coalesced into one bigger packet. This is due to the Nagle algorithm that
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coalesces small packets into one large packet to avoid transmission of small packets on
the network that will result in a large number of ACKs. (In ns-2, when we turned off the
Nagle setting, this problem still occurred.) Also the variation in the implementation of
delayed-ACK mechanisms in the simulated environment leads to this difference in the
number of packet arrivals. Similarly, Figure 22 shows the packet arrivals of inbound data
in lossy environment for UNC trace. Thus, the simulated network is also experiencing
similar congestion and packet arrival characteristics as that of a testbed network.

Figure 23 and Figure 24 show the packet arrivals of outbound data which is the
number of packets reaching the router R1 to be routed to router R0 in lossless and lossy
environments respectively in Abilene trace. Figure 25 shows the packet arrivals of
outbound data in lossy environment for UNC trace. The same explanation that is given in
the above paragraph explaining the difference between simulation and testbed applies
here. Thus, these plots establish the fact the network conditions are closely simulated
with respect to the network conditions on the testbed.

Figure 26 and Figure 27 show the goodput obtained in lossless and lossy
environments respectively in Abilene trace. Figure 28 shows the goodput obtained in
lossy environment for UNC trace. As is clear in these graphs, the goodput obtained from
the simulation is close to the goodput obtained in the testbed environment.
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Figure 17. Throughput from router R1 to router R0 in lossless environment

Figure 18. Throughput from router R1 to router R0 in lossy environment
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Figure 19. Throughput from router R1 to router R0 in lossy environment (UNC)

Figure 20. Packet arrivals from router R0 to router R1 in lossless environment
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Figure 21 Packet arrivals from router R0 to router R1 in lossy environment

Figure 22 Packet arrivals from router R0 to router R1 in lossy environment(UNC)
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Figure 23. Packet arrivals from router R1 to router R0 in loss less environment

Figure 24. Packet arrivals from router R1 to router R0 in lossy environment
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Figure 25. Packet arrivals from router R1 to router R0 in lossy environment(UNC)

Figure 26. Goodput obtained in loss less environment in Abilene trace
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Figure 27. Goodput obtained in lossy environment in Abilene trace

Figure 28. Goodput obtained in lossy environment (UNC)
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Thus, as the above results demonstrate, the implementation of the tmix module in ns-2
faithfully reproduces traffic similar to the traffic observed on an actual Internet link. We
believe that this module in ns-2 makes the testing of new protocols more realistic.
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CHAPTER 5
Tmix TRAFFIC GENERATOR IN GTNetS

5.1 GTNetS simulator
As described in Chapter 1, GTNetS is a network simulator that is completely
developed in C++. For running a simulation in GTNetS, all the objects that are part of
simulation (nodes, links, protocols etc.) are included and linked, as required by the
network setup, in a C++ file under a main program. Then this file is compiled into an
executable and executed to run the simulation. The following sections explain the tmix
component that we have implemented in GTNetS.

This paragraph gives a brief introduction into various simulation objects present
in GTNetS and how they attach to each other. GTNetS has various layer4 protocol
objects corresponding to different transport protocols present. When a connection has to
be made in GTNetS, initially an application object is instantiated. This creates a complete
protocol stack in GTNetS. This is unlike ns-2 where transport layer objects are explicitly
attached to application objects. Each protocol that has to be used in the protocol stack can
be supplied as parameters to the constructor of the application object in GTNetS.

5.2 Implementation of tmix in GTNetS
As described in Section 4.1, the tmix implementation basically consists of
implementing the tmix_end and tmix_net components. The tmix_end component is used
in simulating the end systems in a simulation, and tmix_net is used in simulating the
network portion of the simulation. As with the ns-2 implementation, tmix is implemented
similarly in GTNetS using the above two components.

In the following sections the implementation of tmix in GTNetS is described in
terms of various classes that are present in each of the tmix_end and tmix_net
components. Then the results of the validation study are shown. Section 5.2.1 explains
the design and implementation of tmix_end component. Section 5.2.2 explains the design
and implementation of tmix_net component, and finally the results of the validation of
tmix in GTNetS are explained in Section 5.3

5.2.1 Implementation of tmix_end
This component implements the end systems part of the network simulation. The
class -design of this component is similar to what it has in ns-2 except that in GTNetS
these classes inherit other classes that are already present. This inheritance results in
implementation of some additional functionality. These additional functionalities are
explained while explaining individual classes. This component contains the following
classes:
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•

ConnVector – This class represents each connection vector in the connection
vector file.

•

ADU – This class corresponds to each Application Data Unit in a connection
vector.

•

Tmix_End – This class is the main class that sets up a connection corresponding
to each connection vector in the connection vector file.

•

TmixApplication – This is the object that Tmix_End class uses as an end
application to setup the connection.

•

TmixEvent – Tmix_End class uses this object for scheduling the start of the
connections.

•

TmixAppEvent – TmixApplication class uses this object to schedule the sending
of different messages present in a single connection vector.

5.2.1.1 ConnVector class and ADU class
Both these classes are also present in the tmix implementation in ns-2. They are
explained in detail in Sections 4.1.1.1 and 4.1.1.2.

5.2.1.2 Tmix_End class
The Tmix_End class inherits the Handler class present in the GTNetS. The
Handler class contains the functionality for handling events at specified time intervals. As
most of the functionality of the Tmix_End class includes scheduling connections at the
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start time specified in the connection vector file, the Tmix_End class makes use of the
functionality present in the Handler class to do this job.

The working of the Tmix_End class in GTNetS is similar to the working of the
Tmix_End class in ns-2, which can be found in Section 4.1.1.5 and is explained using
Figure 7 in the same section. The following paragraphs explain the differences between
the implementations of Tmix_End in ns-2 and GTNetS.

In contrast to the maintaining in pools in ns-2, tmix in GTNetS does not maintain
any pools. GTNetS has a built-in feature that allows tmix to delete the applications as
soon as the connection completes exchanging data, thus there are no memory constraints
and so maintaining pools is not necessary. Whenever Tmix_End schedules each
connection, it creates two new TmixApplication objects and it attaches these applications
to the nodes specified in the simulation and then hands them over the connection vector
object that they have to simulate. . In tmix nodes are specified in simulation as two sets or
clouds. One is a cloud of initiator nodes and one is a cloud of acceptor nodes. Whenever
a connection has to be made first the TmixApplication objects are instantiated, then two
nodes, one from initiator cloud and one from acceptor cloud are picked and the two
TmixApplication objects, one acting as initiator and one acting as acceptor, are attached
to these two nodes respectively. Then, the flow-id is set for the connection and then the
window sizes are set for each side of the connection. In ns-2 window sizes are required in
units of packets, but in GTNetS the window sizes are specified in units of bytes. Thus the
window sizes present in the connection vectors are used directly. It also assigns each
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connection that it starts a flow-id. After this, Tmix_End connects the initiator and the
acceptor. Once the TmixApplication objects complete simulating the connection vector
handed over to them, they are deleted.

If all the connection vectors read by the Tmix_End class are scheduled, then it
goes on reading additional connection vectors, in steps of the configured number of
connection vectors to read each time, until the end of the file is reached. Once all the
connection vectors in the file are read and scheduled and all of them have finished their
simulation, the Tmix_End class stops the simulation.

5.2.1.3 TmixApplication class
The TmixApplication class in GTNetS is inherited from the TCPApplication class
which is inherited from the generic Application class. By virtue of this chain of
inheritance the TmixApplication object has to define many virtual functions. Most of the
functions are call backs from the layer4 indicating the occurrence of some specific event.
These functions are: Receive, Sent, CloseRequest, Closed, ConnectionComplete,
ServConnectionComplete, ConnectionFailed and ConnectionFromPeer. These functions
are described in detail in the following paragraphs while explaining the control flow of
the TmixApplication class.

TmixApplication is the class, which actually reads the contents of the connection
vector that is handed over to it by the Tmix_End class and generates the packets
accordingly. Each connection vector is simulated by two such applications, initiator and
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the acceptor. One application sends the ADUs that are to be sent by the initiator, and the
other application sends the ADUs that are to be sent by the acceptor. These ADUs are
sent in accordance with the timings specified in the connection vector.

The Tmix_End object sets up the connection vector file and window sizes for the
connection and connects the initiator and the acceptor.

An IP address is assigned

statically to each interface on every node at the simulation start time. Once the initiating
side issues a “Connect” call specifying the destination node and IP address, the acceptor
side of the connection is notified regarding a connection request by calling the function
ConnectionFromPeer in the acceptor’s application object. The acceptor side accepts this
connection. Also the layer4 protocol on the acceptor’s side makes a copy of itself for
handling this particular connection. This is similar to the client-server connection
establishment in the real world in which the server duplicates the socket on which it is
listening for each connection request it serves. Note that any further data transfer between
the initiator and acceptor should be carried on through this duplicated layer4 object which
is passed as a parameter to ConnectionFromPeer function. The layer4 protocol can also
make a copy of the acceptor application if the CopyOnConnect bit is set in the
application object. For the purpose of tmix, this feature is turned off and so no copies of
application are used. The layer 4 protocol that we are using (any TCP variant) indicates
the successful establishment of the connection by calling the ConnectionComplete
function on the initiator side and the ServConnectionComplete function on the acceptor
side. A failure in the establishment of the connection is notified by calling the
ConnectionFailed function. Once the initiator/acceptor gets a successful connection
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establishment confirmation using the functions specified above, each end checks whether
it is the side to send the first message. This is decided by checking the receive wait time
for the first ADU of that side(initiator/acceptor) of connection vector. Note that, unless
the connection is concurrent, only one of the two sides sends the first message. The list of
initiator and acceptor ADUs are present in the connection vector object which each of the
initiator and acceptor applications holds.

Either the initiator or the acceptor schedules sending the first message in the
connection. Thereafter, the working of the TmixEndApplication object is similar to that
of the Tmix_EndApp class in tmix implementation of ns-2. This is explained in detail in
Section 4.1.1.3 and is also explained in Figure 8 in that section.

Once all the ADUs are sent by either side of the connection, then the application
that finishes last calls the Close function requesting its peer to close the connection. The
peer gets an indication of this close request when its CloseRequest function is called by
its layer4 protocol. Upon receiving this Close request it closes the connection. Once both
the applications stop themselves, the Tmix_End object deletes these two application
objects and the associated connection vector object.

5.2.1.4 TmixEvent class and TmixAppEvent class
Events are used for scheduling purposes. Scheduling is performed in tmix by two
classes: Tmix_End and TmixApplication. Tmix_End schedules each connection at the
start time specified in the connection vector file. TmixApplication schedules the data
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transfers with in each connection according to the send_wait time and recv_wait time
specified in the connection vector file. Both these classes make use of the event object for
scheduling. The Tmix_End object creates a new SCHED_CONN event for scheduling
each connection and then schedules it to be timed out after a specific time. Once the
event times out, the event handler, which is derived from Handler class, identifies this
event as a SCHED_CONN event, starts the connection, and schedules the next
connection.

Similarly, whenever a TmixApplication object has to schedule the data transfer, it
schedules a SEND_DATA event which times out after the specified send_wait_time or
recv_wait_time. The handler present in the TmixApplication object identifies this as a
SEND_DATA event and starts the process of sending data to the peer and schedules the
next data transfer depending on whether the send_wait time is non-zero or zero.

Both of these TmixEvent and TmixAppEvent classes are inherited from a generic
Event class defined in GTNetS and then new events (SCHED_CONN, SEND_DATA)
are defined in these classes.

5.2.2 Implementation of tmix_net
The tmix_net component implements the network portion of the simulation. This
component reads the connection vectors from the connection vector file and induces the
required minimum delay and loss rate for each of the ADUs in a connection vector. The
minimum delay and the loss rate are present in the connection vector file on a per
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connection vector basis. Thus, the tmix_net component incorporates these network
parameters on a per connection basis. All the ADUs in a connection are subjected to the
same loss rate and minimum delay. In ns-2 this component is present as a node in
simulation, but in GTNetS this component’s functionality is implemented as a callback
function at the specified node in the simulation. The tmix_net component in GTNetS is
composed of following classes:

•

Tmix_Net – This class performs the core functionality of delaying and dropping
the packets on a per-flow basis.

•

Tmix_NetEvent – This object is used for scheduling by Tmix_Net class. This
scheduling functionality is used in delaying packets in each flow.

•

Tmix_NetFlow – This class contains the delay and loss values corresponding to
each flow.

•

Ttmix_NetPair – This object is used in identifying the flow to which an
incoming packet belongs.

5.2.2.1 Tmix_Net class
The core functionality of this class is developed based on the code provided by
Riley [G05]. The constructor of this class takes the node at which the packets have to be
delayed or dropped as a parameter and registers a callback function at that node. GTNetS
implements the feature of callback functions. Using this feature any functionality can be
plugged in at any node in the simulation and, in particular, this functionality can be
specified at a particular protocol layer in the protocol stack of that node. This feature can
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be used, in general, to monitor the network statistics, to delay or to drop the packets at
any point in the simulation. In the same fashion the functionality of tmix_net component,
which is delaying and dropping packets, is implemented as a callback function at layer 3
(network layer) of the protocol stack of the specified nodes. The nodes at which this
functionality has to be added are specified at the simulation setup time.

The connection vector file from which the delay and loss values have to be read is
also specified at the simulation time. As this file is supplied, the tmix_net component
reads each connection vector in the file and instantiates a Tmix_NetPair object and a
Tmix_NetFlow object and creates a map of these two objects. As explained in Section
4.1.2.1, a Tmix_NetPair object is created using the source-IP, destination-IP and the
flow-id of each connection and is used in identifying the flow to which a packet belongs,
whereas a Tmix_NetFlow object contains the delay and loss values corresponding to the
Tmix_NetPair object to which it is mapped. tmix_net creates two such mappings for each
connection vector read, one in the forward direction and one in the reverse direction.

After the mapping is created, whenever a packet is received by a node on which
the callback function is registered, the callback function is called. The function extracts
the source IP, the destination IP and the flow-id from the packet received and creates a
Tmix_NetPair object out of these three. It then checks in the map to see if there exists a
Tmix_NetFlow object corresponding to this Tmix_NetPair object. If there exists one,
then it extracts the delay and loss values from the corresponding Tmix_NetFlow object
and decides probabilistically if this packet has to be dropped or not. If this packet is to be
dropped, then it discards that packet. If not, the function delays the packet by one-fourth
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the amount specified in the Tmix_NetFlow object. A flag is also used in deciding
whether a packet has to be dropped or not. If the flag is set, then no packets are dropped
and they are just delayed by the amount specified in the Tmix_NetPair object. If the flag
is not set, then the packets in each flow are dropped at a rate specified in the
Tmix_NetFlow object.

The reason for delaying the packets by only one-fourth the amount of time
specified in connection vector file is because of the following reason: the callback
functions in GTNetS are implemented as static functions, so this function should read a
global mapping of Tmix_NetPair and Tmix_NetFlow object. So, both the nodes present
in the current simulation setup read the same mapping and so each packet gets delayed at
both the nodes. This is unlike in ns-2 where each node has its own mapping and so delays
packets only corresponding to the mapping it has. But because in GTNetS there is a
global mapping each packet gets delayed at both the nodes. So, to account for this, each
packet is delayed by only half the time it is supposed to be delayed. But because it is
delayed at both the nodes the total effective delay would be the actual value specified in
the Tmix_NetPair object.

5.2.2.2 Tmix_NetEvent class
Events are used for scheduling purposes. Scheduling is performed in the tmix_net
component by the Tmix_Net class. This class uses scheduling for delaying the packets.
Once the Tmix_NetFlow object corresponding to an incoming packet is obtained from
the mapping, the delay and the loss values are extracted from it. The decision to drop the
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packet or not is made based on the flag and the loss rate as explained in the previous
section. If the packet is not to be dropped, then it is delayed by the half the amount of
time specified in the Tmix_NetFlow object corresponding to that flow. The callback
function delays the packet by scheduling the packet to be sent after half the time specified
in Tmix_NetFlow object. The callback function makes use of Tmix_NetEvent object for
scheduling. The callback function creates a new Tmix_NetEvent event for delaying each
packet and then schedules it to be timed out after a half the time specified in
Tmix_NetFlow object. Once the event times out the event handler, which is derived from
Handler class, passes this packet on to the default functionality of network layer.

5.2.2.2 Tmix_NetFlow and Tmix_NetPair classes
These classes are described in detail in Sections 4.1.2.1 and 4.1.2.2 and have same
functionality and design in GTNetS as they do in ns-2.

5.3 Testing tmix in GTNetS

The methodology followed for validating the tmix module in GTNetS is the same
as the one described in Section 4.2. The network simulation topology used for testing the
tmix module is the same topology that is used for testing tmix module in ns-2. This
topology is setup in GTNetS using a C++ script that is provided in the appendix of this
thesis. In this script we initially include the header files corresponding to the objects that
we require in simulation. We, then, define a trace file and select those fields in TCP
header that have to be traced. GTNetS has a very fine grained tracing policy using which
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we can disable and enable tracing a particular field in a protocol header. Similarly, we
can disable or enable tracing based on protocol layer or node. For the testing of tmix in
GTNetS, we trace most of the fields in the TCP header at all the nodes in the simulation
and disable tracing at the remaining layers of the protocol stack. We then instantiate node
and link objects and connect them. We assign IP addresses statically to each node in the
simulation. We set the parameters attached to each link. Then, we instantiate the
tmix_end and tmix_net components and start the simulation. For more details refer to the
appendix.

The same metrics used in evaluation of tmix in ns-2 are used in evaluating tmix in
GTNetS. A more detailed explanation of what each metric denotes is given in Section
4.2. The metrics are:
1. Active Connections – the number of connections that are active at a given point
of time.
2. Round trip times – The round trip time of the packets in each connection in the
trace.
3. Time series of packet arrivals- count of arriving packet at a particular node.
4. Link Load or Throughput – number of bits per second transmitted on the link.
5. Response time – This is the time difference between the first data segment and
the first FIN message that is sent in each connection.
6. Goodput- Throughput of successfully transmitted packets.
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The following pages present the results of lossy simulations from the UNC traces. The
lossy simulations are those in which the losses specified in the connection vectors are
introduced artificially in the connections. Simulations can also be made lossless by
setting the lossless flag in the tmix_net component.

Figure 29 shows the plot of the time series of the active connections obtained
from the UNC trace using GTNetS, the active connections obtained from the ns-2
simulation and from the original trace. As the plot illustrates, the tmix component in
GTNetS faithfully replicates the time series of active connections.

Figure 29. Time Series of Active Connections in lossy environment in UNC trace
Figure 30 shows the plot of the round trip times of the connections from the UNC
trace simulation in GTNetS, in ns-2 and the corresponding values from the original trace
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in lossy environment. As the plot demonstrates, the tmix module in GTNetS accurately
replicates the round trip time values of the original trace.

Figure 31 shows the plot of the packet arrivals at router R0 from nodes 0 and 1
shown in network topology used in Figure 9. The segment size used while running the
simulation in GTNetS is 512 bytes, and that used in ns-2 and in original trace is 1460
bytes. We found that there were many un-transmitted packets when the segment size was
set to 1460 bytes in GTNetS. So, we used a segment size of 512 bytes, instead. The
reason that the plot of packet arrivals in GTNetS is above the corresponding plot in ns-2
and original trace can be explained based on this fact that the packet size in GTNetS is
almost 1/3rd the packet size in ns-2. The same fact explains the plot shown in Figure 32,
which is the plot of packet arrivals at router R0 from the router R1.
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Figure 30. Round trip times in UNC trace

Figure 31. Time Series of packet arrivals from Router R0 to R1 in UNC trace
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Figure 32. Time Series of packet arrivals from Router R1 to R0 in UNC trace

Figure 33 shows the plot of the throughput from router R0 to router R1 and Figure
34 shows the corresponding plot from router R1 to router R0. These plots establish the
fact that the tmix component in GTNetS faithfully replicates the throughput observed in
the original trace.

Figure 35 shows the plot of response times observed in the original trace, the trace
obtained from simulation in ns-2 and the trace obtained from GTNetS. This plot also reaffirms the fact that the tmix module in GTNetS faithfully replicates the characteristics of
the original trace.
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Figure 36 shows the plot of the goodput obtained in each connection in the lossy
simulation in the GTNetS, ns-2 and the original trace. This plot also reiterates the fact
that tmix module in GTNetS faithfully replicates the characteristics observed in the
original trace.

Figure 33. Throughput from Router R0 to R1 in UNC trace
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Figure 34. Throughput from Router R1 to R0 in UNC trace

Figure 35. Response times in UNC trace
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Figure 36. Goodput of each connection in UNC trace
Thus, as the above results demonstrate, the implementation of the tmix module in
GTNetS faithfully reproduces traffic similar to the traffic observed on an actual Internet
link.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

Source-level modeling is an effective way of characterizing traffic from various
applications and can be used to realistically assess the performance of protocols in
simulated environment. Until recently, source-level modeling techniques have been
applied to characterize traffic from individual applications. Traffic on typical Internet
links is a mix of traffic from various applications. It would be a time-consuming process
to characterize each of the applications present in the trace. Hernandez-Campos et al.
[HDJ04, HC06] developed a unique way of obtaining the source-level model of a trace of
traffic collected on a live link. This model, called the a-b-t model, provides the sourcelevel model of all the TCP traffic resulting from a mix of applications. This model is
described in form of connection vectors that contain ADUs. ADUs are the basic elements
in this model that describe the application level characteristics of all the TCP flows
present in the trace collected.

NS-2 and GTNetS are two popular network simulators used by networking
researchers for evaluating the performance of various protocols and protocol
enhancements. We have developed a module, tmix, for the NS-2 and GTNetS simulators
that can replay the connection vectors from the a-b-t model and re-produce traffic that is
characteristically similar to the traffic observed on the actual Internet link from which
this trace is collected. We provided results of our validation study in Chapters 3 and 4 to

prove this. Thus, tmix can be used in simulations to assess the performance of a protocol
under consideration under circumstances which are close to those on real Internet link.
We have provided enough information in this thesis to help users to use this tmix module
and conduct the experiments in both NS-2 and GTNetS. We sincerely hope that this tool
would help researchers in conducting more realistic experiments.
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APPENDIX
Tcl script used to run simulation in ns-2
# test-tmix.tcl
#
# Simulation script to simulate the tmix-ns component
#
# useful variables
set length 3600;
# length of traced simulation (s)
set window 16;
# max TCP window size in KB
set bw 1000;
# link speed (Mbps)
set warmup 0;
# warmup interval (s)
set DATADIR "."
set FILE "tmix-ns-unc730pm"
set INBOUND "../tcvecs/unc04-aug3-730pm.sorted.inbound.ns"
set OUTBOUND "../tcvecs/unc04-aug3-730pm.sorted.outbound.ns"
set BINDIR "/home/research/bin"
#::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
# Setup Simulator
#::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
remove-all-packet-headers;
add-packet-header IP TCP;
set ns [new Simulator];
$ns use-scheduler Heap

# removes all packet headers
# adds TCP/IP headers
# instantiate the Simulator

#::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
# Setup Topology
#::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
#
$bw Mb
# client -------- server
# cloud 0ms cloud
#
# n(0)
n(1)
# create nodes
set n(0) [$ns node]
set n(1) [$ns node]

set n(2) [$ns node]
set n(3) [$ns node]
# setup TCP
Agent/TCP/FullTcp set segsize_ 1460;
Agent/TCP/FullTcp set nodelay_ true;
Agent/TCP/FullTcp set segsperack_ 2;

# set MSS to 1460 bytes
#disabling nagle
# delayed ACKs

#::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
# Setup Tmix_End
#::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
set tmix(0) [new Tmix_End]
$tmix(0) set-init $n(0);
# name $n(0) as initiator
$tmix(0) set-acc $n(1);
# name $n(1) as acceptor
$tmix(0) set-ID 7
$tmix(0) set-cvfile "$INBOUND"
set tmix(1) [new Tmix_End]
$tmix(1) set-init $n(3);
# name $n(3) as initiator
$tmix(1) set-acc $n(2);
# name $n(2) as acceptor
$tmix(1) set-ID 8
$tmix(1) set-cvfile "$OUTBOUND"
#
# Setup tmixNet
#
set tmixNet(0) [$ns tmix_net]
$tmixNet(0) set-flowfile "$INBOUND" [$n(0) id] [$n(1) id]
set tmixNet(1) [$ns tmix_net]
$tmixNet(1) set-flowfile "$OUTBOUND" [$n(3) id] [$n(2) id]
# create link
$ns duplex-link $n(0) $tmixNet(0) 1000Mb 0.1ms DropTail
$ns duplex-link $n(2) $tmixNet(0) 1000Mb 0.1ms DropTail
$ns duplex-link $tmixNet(0) $tmixNet(1) 1000Mb 0.1ms DropTail
$ns duplex-link $tmixNet(1) $n(1) 1000Mb 0.1ms DropTail
$ns duplex-link $tmixNet(1) $n(3) 1000Mb 0.1ms DropTail
# set queue buffer sizes (in packets) (default is 20 packets)
$ns queue-limit $n(0) $tmixNet(0) 200
$ns queue-limit $tmixNet(0) $n(0) 200
$ns queue-limit $n(2) $tmixNet(0) 200
$ns queue-limit $tmixNet(0) $n(2) 200
$ns queue-limit $tmixNet(0) $tmixNet(1) 200
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$ns queue-limit $tmixNet(1) $tmixNet(0) 200
$ns queue-limit $tmixNet(1) $n(1) 200
$ns queue-limit $n(1) $tmixNet(1) 200
$ns queue-limit $tmixNet(1) $n(3) 200
$ns queue-limit $n(3) $tmixNet(1) 200
# record statistics
#$tmix(0) set-outfile "$DATADIR/${FILE}-1.dat"
#$tmix(1) set-outfile "$DATADIR/${FILE}-2.dat"
#::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
# Packet Tracing
#::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
proc trace {} {
global ns n tmixNet DATADIR FILE
# setup packet tracing
Trace set show_tcphdr_ 1
set qmonf [open "|gzip > $DATADIR/${FILE}.trq.gz" w]
$ns trace-queue $n(0) $tmixNet(0) $qmonf
$ns trace-queue $tmixNet(1) $n(1) $qmonf
$ns trace-queue $tmixNet(0) $n(0) $qmonf
$ns trace-queue $n(1) $tmixNet(1) $qmonf
$ns trace-queue $tmixNet(0) $tmixNet(1) $qmonf
$ns trace-queue $tmixNet(1) $tmixNet(0) $qmonf
$ns trace-queue $n(2) $tmixNet(0) $qmonf
$ns trace-queue $tmixNet(1) $n(3) $qmonf
$ns trace-queue $tmixNet(0) $n(2) $qmonf
$ns trace-queue $n(3) $tmixNet(1) $qmonf
}
#::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
# Cleanup
#::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
proc finish {} {
global ns tmix tmixNet
$ns flush-trace
# delete tmix components
delete $tmix(0)
delete $tmix(1)
# close files
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$tmixNet(0) close-flowfile
$tmixNet(1) close-flowfile
# delete Simulator
delete $ns
exit 0
}
#::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
# Simulation Schedule
#::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
$ns at 0.0 "$tmix(0) start"
$ns at 0.0 "$tmix(1) start"
$ns at $warmup "trace"
$ns at [expr $length + 1] "finish"
#::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
# Start the Simulation
#::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
$ns run
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C++ script used to run simulation in GTNetS
#include <iostream>
#include "simulator.h"
#include "common-defs.h"
#include "node.h"
#include "duplexlink.h"
#include "linkp2p.h"
#include "queue.h"
#include "args.h"
#include "validation.h"
#include "tmix_end.h"
#include "tmix_net.h"
using namespace std;
int main(int argc, char **argv)
{
Validation::Init(argc,argv);
// Creating simulator object
Simulator s;
//Open the trace file
Trace * tf=Trace::Instance();
//if(!Arg::Specified("nolog"))tf->Open("test_tmix.txt");
tf->OpenPipe("gzip > test_tmix.txt.gz");
tf->IPDotted(true);
//setting segment size to 1460
//TCP::Default().DefaultSegSize(1460);
//TCP::Default().DefaultInitialCWnd(1);
//setting delayed ack
TCP::Default().DefaultDelAckTimeout(Time("100ms"));
//Increase Detail on L4 trace messages
TCP::Default().DetailOn(TCP::WINDOW);
TCP::Default().DetailOn(TCP::CWND);
TCP::Default().DetailOn(TCP::HEADER_LENGTH);
TCP::Default().DetailOn(TCP::FLAGS);
//TCP::Default().DetailOn(TCP::logFlagsText);
TCP::LogFlagsText(true);
//Enable L4 tracing
TCP::Default().SetTrace(Trace::ENABLED);
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//Set Defaults
Queue::Default(); //droptail
Queue::DefaultLimitPkts(200); //200 packets
Link::DefaultRate(Rate("1000Mb")); //1000Mega-bits-per second
Link::DefaultDelay(Time("0.1ms")); //0.1 Milli Seconds
Node * n1=new Node();
Node * n2=new Node();
Node * n3=new Node();
Node * n4=new Node();
Node * n5=new Node();
Node * n6=new Node();
Linkp2p* link1=new Linkp2p();
Linkp2p* link2=new Linkp2p();
Linkp2p* link3=new Linkp2p();
Linkp2p* link4=new Linkp2p();
Linkp2p* link5=new Linkp2p();
IPAddr_t ip1=IPAddr("192.168.1.1");
IPAddr_t ip2=IPAddr("192.168.1.2");
IPAddr_t ip5=IPAddr("192.168.1.5");
IPAddr_t ip6=IPAddr("192.168.1.6");
n1->AddDuplexLink(n3,*link1,ip1,Mask(32));
n2->AddDuplexLink(n3,*link2,ip2,Mask(32));
n3->AddDuplexLink(n4,*link3);
n5->AddDuplexLink(n4,*link4,ip5,Mask(32));
n6->AddDuplexLink(n4,*link5,ip6,Mask(32));
cout<<"ip addresses of nodes are : "<<endl;
cout<<"n1: "<<IPAddr::ToDotted(n1->GetIPAddr())<<endl;
cout<<"n2: "<<IPAddr::ToDotted(n2->GetIPAddr())<<endl;
cout<<"n5: "<<IPAddr::ToDotted(n5->GetIPAddr())<<endl;
cout<<"n6: "<<IPAddr::ToDotted(n6->GetIPAddr())<<endl;
//Setting up tmix
Tmix_End * tmix_end1= new Tmix_End();
Tmix_End * tmix_end2= new Tmix_End();
Tmix_Net * tmix_net1=new Tmix_Net(n3);
//Tmix_Net * tmix_net2=new Tmix_Net(n4);
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tmix_end1->Set_init(n1);
tmix_end1->Set_acc(n5);
tmix_end1->Set_cvfile(argv[1]);
tmix_end1->Set_id(1);
tmix_end2->Set_init(n6);
tmix_end2->Set_acc(n2);
tmix_end2->Set_cvfile(argv[2]);
tmix_end2->Set_id(2);
tmix_net1->Set_flowfile(argv[1],IPAddr("192.168.1.1"),IPAddr("192.168.1.5"));
tmix_net1->Set_flowfile(argv[2],IPAddr("192.168.1.6"),IPAddr("192.168.1.2"));
tmix_net1->Set_lossless(); //no losses induced by this component
//starting the simulation
tmix_end1->Start(0.0);
tmix_end2->Start(0.0);
//Stopping the simulation
tmix_end1->Stop(12000.0);
tmix_end2->Stop(12000.0);
s.StopAt(12000.5);
//starting the simulator
s.Run();
}
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